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Analytical ionization cross sections for atomic collisions 
J. A. Kunc and W. H. Soon 
Departments of Physics and Aerospace Engineering, University of Southern California, Los Angeles, 
California 90089-1191 

(Received 17 May 1991; accepted 1 July 1991) 

General analytical expressions for cross sections for direct ionization in atom-atom collisions 
are evaluated using the classical impulse approximation. The approach is also applied to 
ion-atom and molecule-molecule interactions. The overall accuracy of the obtained cross 
sections in a broad range of energy is better, when compared with existing measurements for 
many collision systems, than accuracy of other analytical predictions available in literature. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Collisions between atomic particles are of practical im
portance in many areas of plasma and gas physics. There
fore, inelastic-cross sections for such collisions in a wide 
range of energy are often needed to provide information nec
essary for understanding of the collisional phenomena. In
elastic interactions in various atom-atom systems have been 
studied, both theoretically and experimentally, and most of 
those studies are cited throughout this paper. However, a 
general and easy-to-use theory of acceptable accuracy calcu
lating the ionization cross section for atom-atom interac
tions is not available. This makes it practically impossible to 
predict the cross sections for atomic systems that have not 
yet been studied. The existing analytical (or semiempirical) 
inelastic cross sections for atom-atom collisions of Firsov, ' 
Fleischmann, Dehmel, and Lee,2 and Drawin3 (see below) 
have different degrees of accuracy depending on the collision 
system and on the range of impact energy. 

In this paper we derive general analytical expressions, 
based on the classical impulse approximation, for "direct" 
ionization cross sections in atom-atom collisions. We also 
applied our approach to study ionization of atoms by their 
ions and to study ionizing collisions of diatomic molecules. 
The term "direct" means that the atom-atom collision re
sults in a singly ionized ion of the target atom plus free elec
tron, with no change of the internal energy of the incident 
atom. (This direct ionization does not include some of the 
possible channels that may result from atom-atom ionizing 
collisions; see, for example, Refs. 4-6.) The main merit of 
these direct cross sections is their generality, simplicity, and 
overall accuracy which is acceptable in most applications. 
Therefore, it seems that the cross sections of the present 
work should also give reasonable estimates of the ionization 
cross sections for those atom-atom systems for which no 
data are available. 

The earlier classical impulse approximation models of 
atom-atom ionizing collisions were formulated by Bates and 
Walker 7,8 (the BW model) and by Bates, Dose, and Y oung6 

(the BDY model). These models can be summarized as fol
lows. In the BW model, one of the colliding atoms is treated 
as a structureless particle (as in our model), but the interac
tion potential is taken as an electron-atom (elastic scatter
ing) potential. Therefore, applicability of the BW model is 

significantly limited when the scattering potential for a given 
electron-atom system is not accurate, or not available. An
other difficulty in calculating the cross sections of the BW 
model is the requirement that the electron to be ejected from 
the projectile in the ionization process must be loosely 
bound, except in the case when the projectile is a hydrogen 
atom. 

In the BDY model, the contribution to ionization in 
atom-atom collision consists oftwo parts: the "elastic" con
tribution and the "inelastic" contribution. The elastic con
tribution is due to encounters which leave one atom ionized 
and the other atom in its initial state, whereas the inelastic 
contribution comes from collisions in which one ofthe atoms 
becomes ionized and the other atom changes its internal en
ergy by becoming either excited or ionized. 

The present work is based on the energy-transfer cross 
sections of the classical impulse approximation9 which has 
been applied successfuIly9-15 to a number of inelastic colli
sional processes. In this approximation, a system of two, A 
and B, interacting particles (atoms, ions, or molecules) is 
considered as an ensemble oflocalized electrons and nuclei, 
called hereafter "components" of the particles. Before the 
collision, the dynamic properties of the collision system are 
defined 15 by a set C of n parameters (C, ,C2 , ••• ,Cn ) such as 
the particle masses, charges, velocities, collision impact pa
rameter, etc. The set C consists of three subsets: a set C A' 

describing the internal motion of the components in particle 
A; a set CB' describing the internal motion of the compo
nents in particle B; and a set CAB' describing the relative 
motion of particles A and B. During the collision, set C is 
transformed into a set C' (C -> C'), where the prime denotes 
the state of the collision system after the collision. The prob
ability of the transition C -> C' can be determined if the rela
tionship between sets C and C' is known. This relationship 
can be given by a function F such that 

C'=F(w,D,0,C4 , ••• ,Cn ), (1) 

where, for reason of convenience, we separated the three 
parameters, C, =w (the relative velocity of particles A andB 
before the collision), Cz =D (the impact parameter of the 
collision), and C3 =0 (the azimuthal orientation of the 
"shot line" of the incident particle before the collision), from 
the rest of the parameters of set C. In the impulse approxima
tion the relationship ( 1) can be obtained, in principle, from 
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the classical Hamiltonian for the collision system, if the po
tentials for the interactions between the components of the 
colliding particles are known. In the first-order approxima
tion, these potentials can be approximated by central-force 
potentials, with the particle components treated as struc
tureless centers of scattering. 

A particular cross section for a collision of particles A 
and B is defined in the classical impulse approximation as a 
measure of the probability of a definite change in C during 
the collision, that is, the probability of a definite change in 
the state of the colliding system. This change is character
ized by change of one, or more, parameters of the set C. 
Subsequently, the cross section qs with respect to parameter 
g is defined as 

qs (w,g, ... ,C,.) 

r2
11' r"" = Jo Jo c5[g-F(w,D,0,g, ... ,C,.)]DdDd0. (2) 

In other words, the cross section qs is given by a nonzero 
value of the integral (2) selected from the entire range of D 
and e. Adding all the cross sections that are nonzero in some 
practically useful range of g, we obtain the so-called differen
tial cross section with respect to g, 

(3) 

In practice, we need average cross sections that are func
tions of a few parameters only. These average cross sections 
can be obtained by averaging the cross section (3) over some 
important parameters of set C. With these parameters de
noted by sUbscripts j + 1,,,.,n, the average cross section with 
respect to 5 is 
Qt(w, ... ,Cj ) 

= f ... f O's (w, ... ,Cj,c;+ l>""C,,) 

XJj+ I (Cj + I)" 'In (C,. )dCj+ I" 'dCn, (4) 

where Jj + I (Cj+ 1 ) , ... In (Cn) are distribution functions of 
parameters Cj + 1 , ... ,Cn • 

Determination of relations (1 )-( 4) is a difficult task. 
The complexity of the problem can be reduced substantially 
by assuming that collision of two atomic particles A and B 
can be treated as a statistical superposition (using the con
cept of the cross section) of all the pairwise interactions 
between the components (electrons and nuclei) of the collid
ing particles (one component of the pair belonging to parti
cle A and the other belonging to particle B). The cross sec
tion O's.kl with respect to g for the pairwise interaction 
between any two of the components can be calculated from 
the general expression (3) by replacing particles A and B by 
the two, k and I, components. Usual simplification is then 
applied treating the components as structureless centers of 
scattering, interacting through some central-force poten
tials. Another, often justifiable, simplification can be made 
by considering only a small number of the most important 
pairwise interactions between a few components of the parti
cle A and a few components of the particle D; these are, 
usually, the outer-shell electrons of the colliding particles. 

The averaging (4) is often done over v k and v I' the velocity 
vectors of the k th component of the incident particle A and 
the I th component of the target particle B, respectively. 
Then, the average cross section with respect to 5 for collision 
of particles A and B, is 

Qs(w, ... ,Cj ) 

(5) 

where NA and No are numbers of the components, in parti
clesA andB, respectively, and IA (Vk) and fB (VI) are veloc
ity distributions of component k in particle A and compo
nent I in particle D, respectively. 

If the incident particle A is treated as a structureless 
center of force and if spatial distributions PB (O,f}) of the 
velocity vectors VI in the target particle B are assumed to be 
isotropic, then the distributions Po ( 0, f}) and fo ( V /) (in a 
spherical coordinate system, located at the center of particle 
B, with the angle 0 measured from the vector of the impact 
velocity) can be given by 

Po (O,{})dO d{) = sin 0 dOd{} /41T, (6) 

and 

(7) 

where gB (VI) is the speed distribution of the I th component 
in the target particle. 

During a low- and medium-energy collision of a struc
tureless incident particle with a target atom, it is usually 
sufficient to consider only the pairwise interactions between 
the incident particle and the electrons of the nl outer shell of 
the target atom. Denoting the number of these electrons by 
N b , the average cross section Qs can be given as 

Qs (w, ... ,Cj ) 

= ~ f··· fO's./(W, ... ,Cj,V/)/o(V/)dV/ (8) 
1=1 

where 0' s.1 is the cross section for the interaction between the 
incident structureless particle A and the I th electron of the 
target particle B. 

In the present work, the atom-atom interaction is con
sidered as a superposition of all the pairwise interactions 
between the so-called test particle (a structureless object 
representing the average dynamical properties of all the 
components of the incident atom) and all the electrons of the 
outer nl shell of the target atom. Such a picture of atom
atom collision is acceptable at low and medium impact ener
gies because then the electrons of the outer shell of the target 
atom are most likely the ones that will get ionized. At high 
impact energy, such a picture becomes inaccurate because of 
strong overlapping of the atomic shells (see below). 

In the classical impulse approximation, contribution of 
each equivalent electron of the outer nl shell of the target 
atom to the process of single ionization is assumed to be 
identical. Therefore, we consider below only one pairwise 
interaction-the interaction between the incident test parti
cle and one electron of the outermost shell (this electron is 
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called hereafter the field electron). In other words, the 
atom-atom collision is reduced here to a collision of an inci
dent pseudoparticle (called the test particle) of mass m z and 
velocity Vz with the field electron of mass m, = me and ve
locity VI' Superposition of all the pairwise interactions im
portant for the energy exchange is then obtained as a product 
of the cross section for the test-particle-field-electron inter
action and the number ofthe equivalent electrons in the out
er shell. 

The energy-transfer cross sections of the impulse ap
proximation do not account for the fact that the interaction 
of the test particle and the field electron is affected at shorter 
distances by overlapping of the atomic shells. The overlap
ping effects at low and medium energies can be taken into 
account in the way proposed by Fleischmann, Dehmel, and 
Lee,2 that is, by introducing a factor P'J called hereafter the 
"overlapping" factor. Consequently, the energy-dependent 
cross section for the direct ionization of the target atom upon 
an impact of another atom is 

(9) 

where E is the collision impact energy, Nb is the number of 
the nl outershell electrons in the target atom, and Qtj(E) is 
the impulse approximation cross section for the interaction 
between two mass points, the test particle and the field elec
tron, in a field of a spatially averaged central-force potential. 

II. ENERGY TRANSFER IN THE IMPULSE 
APPROXIMATION 

The efficiency of the energy transfer from a structureless 
test particle of mass m2 and velocity v 2 to the field electron 
of mass ml and velocity VI is measured in the classical im
pulse approximation by the so-called energy-transfer cross 
section q AE for the energy M transferred from the test parti
cle to the field electron during the collision; M is negative 
when the target particle gains energy. In the case when the 
interaction potential between the test particle and the field 
electron is a central-force potential, the cross section q~E 
(averaged over the angle e) for the test-particle-field-elec
tron interaction isl6 

q~E(M) = 1T f f f.. pee) F; (1/cos
z 

'l'g,e) 
V2 [ WI/I. (AE, 1/cos2 'I' g,B)] 112 

Xd( 1/cosz 'I' g ) dB, (10) 

where 'I' g is the scattering angle, Vis the relative speed of the 
test particle and the field electron, e is the angle between the 
initial velocity vectors of the particles, and p (e) is the distri
bution of the angle e. The function F; is the derivative 

F ' 2 aF. • (licos 'I' g,e) = , ( 11 ) 
a( 1/oos2 'I' B,B) 

where F. = D 2. The function WI/I in Eq. (10) is • 
WI/I. = (20 sin 'l'g cos 'l'g)Z - (M + b oosz 'l'g )2, 

(12) 

where 

a = J-LV, Vz sin e, (13) 

b=K[E2 -E, +!(m, -mz)v,vz cose], (14) 

J-L = m, mzl(m, + m2), (15) 

K = 4m, m2 /(m 1 + m2 )2, (16) 

and 

(17) 

For collisions where the energy transfer AE is not too 
small (traditionally, the impulse approximation has poor 
accuracy when M is small), the following inequality is al
ways satisfied: 

(AE + b cos2 'l'g)2> (20 sin 'l'g cos'l'g)2. (18) 

Neglecting the first term on the right-hand side ofEq. (12) 
means that only one value of the transferred energy M is 
possible during the collision l6

•
17 at a given scattering angle 

'I' g; then, M = - b cosz 'I' g' Thus, when 

(19) 

the concept of the delta function can be used, 

[ _ (AE + b cos2 'I' g ) 2] 1(2 

_ 1 8 ( 1 +~) (20) 
M cos2 'I' B cos2 'I' B M' 

so that the energy-transfer cross section (10) reduces to16 

q~E=1Tff..p(e)[ 1 
V2 AE cos2 'I' B 

XF; (1/cos2 'I' g)] de. (21) 
(1/eos2 I/Ig = - bIAE) 

Representation of motion of the localized field electron 
in the target atom is very difficult. Various distributions for 
the electron kinetic energy were proposed in the litera
tureI2.18-21 and those distributions are discussed in the latter 
work. It has been shown there that the quantum-classical 
distribution proposed by Kunc21 is the closest to the results 
of quantum-mechanical Hartree-Fock calculations, and 
that the distribution can be approximated, for the purpose of 
studying the direct ionization of the target atom, by the delta 
distribution, 

j(VI ) = 8(vl - (VI», 

with 

(VI) = (2UJm e ) 112, 

(22) 

(23) 

where Uj is the ionization potential of the target atom excit
ed to the jth electronic level and me = m1 is the electron 
mass. 

One should notice that the relative energy E' (in the 
coordinate frame associated with the center of the target 
atom) of the test particle and the field electron is not equal to 
the relative impact kinetic energy E between the colliding 
atoms. The difference between the two energies is close, on 
average, to the mean kinetic energy of the field electron dur
ing its motion about the nucleus of the target atom. In the 
first-order approximation, this latter energy can be taken as 
equal to the ionization energy of the target atom. Thus, 
E' =Ez -EI -;::;E- Uj • 
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charge Za ) of the incident atom with the field electron of the 
target atom] : 

Z e2 
[ 00 A r ~q] 

(U(r»C) = __ a_ 1 + L ~ , 
r q= I r 

(33) 

where rj = rb is the mean radius of the outer shell of the 
target atom, 

1 
A = , 

q 2q(2q + 1) 

and 

Rearranging Eqs. (32) and (33), one obtains 

(U(r»ij = e
2 [1 + i AqCq (!!...)2q] , 

r q= I r 
and 

(U(r»C) = - Za
e2 [1 + i Aq (rj)2q] , 

r q= I r 
where 

C = 1 ri 

q 4(q+l)rj 

[( 
rJ)Z(q+1) ( rJ)Z(q+I)] 

X 1 +- - 1-- . 
ri ri 

(34) 

(36) 

(37) 

(38) 

Denoting the number of the outer-shell electrons in the 
incident particle by Na , the average interaction potential 
between the incident test particle and the field electron is 

e
2 

{ =- N-Z a a r 

00 (r.)Zq [ Z (r.)Zq]} + Na L -.!... Aq Cq _ _ a ~ . 
q= I r Na r, 

(39) 

Contribution of the term representing in Eq. (39) the 
core of the incident atom is usually small and can be neglect
ed, at small and medium impact energies. Neglecting the 
contribution of the core and using the expansion 

(ri ±rj)2(q+\) = z~~:) (± 1) k e(q: 1») 

Xr ~r ~(q+ \) - k, 
J , (40) 

[ ( ... ) stands for a binomial coefficient], one obtains from 
Eq. (39) 

The series over q in Eq. (41) converges rapidly giving 

(42) 

where ri and rj have been replaced by ra and rb; the mean 
radii of the outer shells of the incident atom and the target 
atom, respectively. 

To obtain analytical expressions for the ionization cross 
sections, we use the fact that the long- and medium-range 
interaction is of primary importance for the energy transfer 
during collision oflow impact energy. On the other hand, at 
medium energies the short-range interaction dominates the 
interaction. In other words, the potential (41) can be re
duced to 

{
Uz (r) = az/r at low impact energies, 

(U(r» af = U ( ) _ / 3 d" . 
4 r - a 4 r at me mm 1mpact energles, 

(43) 

where 

a2 = Nae2
, a4 = Na~(r~ + r~ )/6. (44) 

The notation (the subscripts 2 and 4) in expression (43) 
results from a general notation according to which the repul
sive and attractive central-force potential can be written, re
spectively, as 

Us(r) = ±as(s-1)-l r l-s, (45) 

where s and as are constants. Subsequently, the correspond
ing central force of the interaction is given by 

f.(r) = _ aU(r) = =Fa •. 
ar r S 

(46) 

IV. SCATTERING TRAJECTORIES 

Introducing a new variable 

g = l/cos2 'I' g' (47) 

the collision trajectory of two particles interacting through 
the potential (45) can be written as2S 

{
rOO [(D)Z U (r) ] - 112 } 

g = cos - 2 ),min Dr - 2 1 - "7 - To dr, 

(48) 

where E * = J.L V 2/2, D is the collision impact parameter, V 
is the relative speed of the particles, J.L is the reduced mass of 
the collision system (the test particle of mass m2 plus the 
field electron of mass m I = m. ), and r min is the distance of 
the closest approach. Introducing 

(
2E*)II(S-I) 

y=D/r and Ymin =D/rmin =D -;;: , 

and remembering that 

aFs(g) = 2D aD , 
ag ag 

Eq. (48) can be rewritten as 

(49) 

(50) 

g= cos- 2 iY 

[1- r=F 2(s-1) -Iy~;;,y-I] - 112 dy, 

(51) 
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Averaging the energy-transfer cross section (21) over 
the distribution (22), one obtains 

Q~E(E,aE) = J q~J(vl )dv1 

= [1TJI.. P«() 1 F;(1/cos2 'l'g) 
v2 aE cos2 'I' g 

X I 2 d()] . 
(l/eos 'i'g= - blt.E) (E"v,)_( U.(v,» 

(24) 

The impulse approximation cross section Qt/(E) for a 
binary collision of the test particle and the field electron 
when more than EJ = IMd, but less than Eu = laEu 1 ener
gy, is transferred to the field electron is 

Qt[(E) = I.Eu Q; (E,E)dE, 
E/ 

(25) 

where E = 1 M I. If the electronic energy ofthe incident atom 
does not change during collision with the target atom, then 
the energy to ionize the target atom comes from the kinetic 
energy ofthe incident atom. The energy threshold for ioniza
tion of the target atom is EJ = Ui' In the quantum-classical 
approach, the field electron starts to "absorb" energy only if 
the energy transferred during the collision is greater than Ui • 

The maximum energy possible to be transferred from the 
heavy test particle to the light field electron is equal to 
KE,.16.17 Thus, the upper limit of integration in Eq. (25) is 

Eu =EJ +KE' =EJ +K(E- Ui)' 

III. INTERACTION POTENTIALS 

As stated above, the target atom is represented during 
collision by one outer-shell electron (the field electron). The 
field electron is considered to be moving along an orbit of a 
radius rb equal to the mean radius of the outer shell of the 
target atom. The incident atom consists of several atomic 
components, the electrons of the nl outer shell (of mean 
radius r a) and the "core" (the electrons of the inner shells 
plus nucleus). 

The pairwise potential for interaction of the ith compo
nent of the incident atom with the field electron of the target 
atom can be given as a function of some parameters such as 
the distance rij between the component and the field elec
tron, the angles specifying the spatial orientation of both 
atoms, and the interatomic distance r. The statistical super
position ofthe pairwise potentials can be done22,23 by adding 
the energies of all the pairwise interactions involving the 
field electron and averaging them over all possible orienta
tions of the incident and target atoms. Such superposition 
gives the average central-force potential (U(r» ij for the in
teraction between the ith component of the incident particle 
and the field electron. 

We assume in what follows that the pairwise interac
tions between the individual components (electrons and the 
nucleus) of the incident atom and the field electron are Cou
lomb interactions. Thus, the potential U ij (r ij) for interac
tion (before the spatial averaging) of the ith component of 
the incident atom and the field electron is 

Uij(rij) = Cijlrij' (26) 

where rij is the distance between the two charges and Cij is a 
constant. Then, the spatially averaged potential for interac
tion between the two charges i andj can be written as22,23 

U(r) .. = r , ( ) -I ( Cij ) 
IJ [1 _ 2 cos ()ij sijlr + stir 2] 112 

where 

Sij = Ifi - fjl, 

and 

r i cos ()i - rj cos ()j 
cos ()ij = --------"---"-

sij 

(27) 

(28) 

= cos ()i cos ()j - sin ()i sin ()j COS(¢i - ¢j)' (29) 

and where fi is the position of the ith component of the inci
dent atom relatively to the atomic center and fj is the posi
tion of the field electron relatively to the center of the target 
atom. 

The spatial dependence of the potential (27) can be ex
pressed either by Gegenbauer functions or by a binomial 
expansion24

,22 if the charges i and j are distributed randomly 
on surfaces of spheres defined by vectors f i and fj (Fig. 1). 
Use of the binomial expansion leads to 

(U(r»ij = Cij [1 + f q)(~)";(P-D (XP)] , (30) 
r p=1 p. 

where 

( ) -2JJ(2sijCOS()ij st)P xP = (41T) --
r r2 

X sin ()i sin ()j d()i d()j' (31) 

Evaluation of the integral (31) leads to the following 
spatially averaged central-force potentials for the interac
tions between one component of the incident atom and the 
field electron of the target atom:23 

(a) When neither r i nor rj is zero (the case when i and 
j denote atomic electrons): 

( ) e- [ ~ Aq<t>q(ri,rj )] 
U(r) ij = - 1 + £.. ' 

r q=1 r 2q (32) 

(b) When ri is zero [interaction of the "core" (of 

FIG. 1. Geometry of the interaction of two atoms, A and B. S, is the ith 
component (an electron or the nucleus) of atom A and ~ is the jth compo
nent of atom B. The centers of the atoms A and B are denoted by 0 A and 0 B' 

respectively. The positions of the atomic components are defined in spheri
cal coordinates r

" 
0
" 

rPl and rj, OJ' rPj; rij is the distance between the compo
nents i andj, and ris the distance between the centers of the colliding atoms. 
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where the += sign indicates repulsive or attractive potential, 
respectively, and Yis the least positive root of the expression 
in square brackets. Since 

2D aD = (2..)2/(,-1) a [Y~in (g)] , (52) 
ag 2E* ag 

Ymin (g) must be known. It can be determined from Eq. (49) 
if the values of a, and D are given. 

The derivative aF.I ag can be written in the following 
general form: 

aF.(g) (53) ---ag = C.H.(g)G(g), 

where 

G(g) = [410 - 1/g)] - 112. (54) 

Solution of Eq. (51) gives the following. 
(a) s = 2 (repulsive Coulomb potential): 

ct = [a2 /2E*]2 and H/(g) = l/G(g), (55) 

and 

aF2+ (g) = (~)Z. (56) 
ag 2E* 

(b) s = 2 (attractive Coulomb potential): 

C 2- = - [a z/2E*]2 and H 2-(g) =_1_ 1 2' 
G(g) (g-l) 

(57) 

and 

aF z- (g) ( a z )2 1 
ag = - 2E* (g_1)2 

(58) 

(c)s=3: 

C3 = a3 / (2E*) 

and 

~ {~ }-2 H3 (g) ="2 arccos(g- 112) 4 - [arccos(g-1I2) F . 
(59) 

The function H3 (g) can be simplified by denoting 
p = g - 1/2 and using the expansion 

17' 00 (2/)1 
arccos(p) - __ '" . p2l+1 (p2<1). 

- 2 1':-0 22/(1 !)2(21 + 1) 

(60) 

Since series (60) converges rapidly, one can assume that 

arccos(p) =.17'/2 - p, (61) 

so that 

H3 (g) = 17'g/4. (62) 

Using this expression and neglecting small quantities, one 
obtains 

aF3 (g) ( a 3 ) 1Tg- l12 
ag = 2E* -8-' (63) 

(d) s = 4: no analytical solution has been found (see 
below). 

(e) s = 5: In this case, the integral in Eq. (51) can be 

expressed by an elliptic integral. TakingY!,in = 2 cot2(2/31 ) 

and y = (1 - tan2/31 ) cos2 /32' the integral can be trans
formed into 

l
l'/2 

1= (1 - 2 sinz /31 ) 112 0 ( 1 - sin2
/31 sinz 

/32 ) - 112d/32' 

(64) 

which is the complete elliptic integral K(k) with 
k 2 = sin2

/31' The modulus k is determined from the inte
grand in Eq. (51) by replacing I by a new variable z and 
finding the roots Z 1 , Zz, and Z3 (z 1 > Zz > Z3 ) of the expres
sion in square brackets. Then, the expression can be given as 
(z - ZI ) (z - Z2 ) (z - Z3 ) and 

Zl - Z2 1 [ ( 2) -112] k 2 = =-2 1- 1+-4- • 
Zl - Z3 Ymin 

(65) 

Since k < 1, the integraIK(k) can be expanded into a rapidly 
converging series, 

K(k) =.!!.. i [(2n-l)!!]2k2n. 
2 n=O 2nn! 

(66) 

Because in our case k 2 <; 1/2, we assume in what follows that 

K(k) = ; (1 + ~2), (67) 

so that 

Cs = [asl(2E*)]liZ 

and 

27/2 
Hs (g) = 7 arccos(g-1I2) 

X{I- (! arccos(g-IIZ)r} -3/2. (68) 

The function Hs (g) can be further simplified by using 
expression (61) and neglecting small quantities. Then, 

H s (g) = 1T1I21/4/4, (69) 

and 

aFs (g) = (2)112 1TIIZg- 314 (70) 

ag 2E* 8 
(f) s = 0,00 (scattering of two rigid spheres): Assum

ing that the sphere radii are RI and Rz , respectively, one 
obtains (s = 0 for r<;R I + Rz, and s = 00 for r> R I + R z ) 

with 

Coo = (R I +R2)2 and Roo =2g- 112(1_g-I)1I2, 

(71 ) 

(72) 

As stated above, an analytical solution ofEq. (48) can
not be obtained in the case when s = 4. Therefore, we inter
polated F ~ (g) from the values of the derivative F; (g) ob
tained for s = 3 and s = 5. The derivatives F; (g) for s = 3 

and s = 5 can be rewritten as F;(g) = csg", where 

Cs = (1Ta.l2E *)P'/8 and t, is a constant. Then, linearinter
polation gives t4 = - 5/8 and P4 = 3/4. However, we as
sume in what follows P4 = 2/3 instead of 3/4, a result of 
dimensional analysis. Thus, 
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JF4 (g) _ (1Ta4 )2/3 g- 5/8 
Jg - 2E* -8-' (73) 

The derivatives (56), (58), and (73) are used below for 
evaluation of the integral (24) in cases when s = 2 (repul
sive and attractive Coulomb potentials) and s = 4, respec
tively. 

As shown by Bates, Dose, and Y oung6 "direct" ioniza
tion (with no change of the internal energy of the incident 
atom) of the target atom in atom-atom collisions is less 
probable at high impact energies than ionization of the target 
atom with simultaneous excitation or ionization of the inci
dent atom (see below). Therefore, the high-energy direct 
ionization cross sections of the present work should be treat
ed only as crude estimates (see the discussion in the last 
section). Nevertheless, we include below a discussion on the 
high-energy direct cross sections obtained from our model to 
provide a complete picture of our approach and to illustrate 
its validity in a broad range of impact energy. 

At high impact energies the relative speed of the collid
ing atoms is much greater than the orbital speed of the elec
trons in the atoms. Then, the collision between two atoms 
can be represented in the classical impulse approximation as 
a collision ofa "frozen" (in the frame of the incident atom) 
cloud of the electrons of the incident atom and frozen field 
electron. In other words, high-energy atom-atom collision 
can be considered as a collision of the field electron with N..f 
electrons of the incident atom and with the nucleus of the 
incident atom. All these atomic components are moving 
with the relative kinetic energy almost equal to the atom
atom impact energy E and they interact through Coulomb 
(s = 2) forces. Formally, in these high-energy collisions we 
should superpose the pairwise interactions of the field elec
tron with all the electrons and the nucleus of the incident 
atom. (Such many-body problem would require a solution 
accounting for the fact that each component of the incident 
atom would now have its own impact parameter D.) How
ever, one should notice that in the high-energy model of col
lision the constant a 2 is 

for interaction of the field electron 

with an incident electron, 

for interaction of the field electron 

with the incident nucleus, 

(74) 

where Z A. is the nuclear charge number of the nucleus of the 
incident atom. Since Z~ is usually much greater than NA 
(representing the number of the pairwise interactions 
between the field electron and the electrons of the incident 
atom), it is reasonable to reduce the superposition of the 
pairwise interactions during the high-energy collisions to a 
single interaction-the interaction of the nucleus of the inci
dent particle with the field electron. 

V. OVERLAPPING OF ATOMIC SHELLS 

As stated previously, overlapping of the atomic shells 
should be taken into account in our model when collision 
partners are multielectron particles. An approximate solu-

tion to this difficult problem, a result of a study of a large 
number of atomic systems, was proposed by Fleischmann 
and co-workers.2,1,26 They suggested the following "over
lapping" factor 

PF _ Z ,2/3 + Z ,2/3 (75) 
'f- A. B' 

where Z ~ and Z B are the effective nuclear charge numbers 
of the incident and target atoms, respectively. 

The properties of the incident test particle are represent
ed in our model by the Na outer-shell electrons. However, 
the role of the magnitude of Na in the process of shell over
lapping has already been accounted for in our model by the 
fact that Na occurs in the potential (42). Therefore, Z ~ in 
Eq. (75) should rather be replaced by a constant close to 
one. The target atom is represented during collision by one 
outer-shell electron moving in the field of the atomic core of 
the effective charge Zeffe. Therefore, we assume that 
Z B = Zeff' where the effective charge number for the atomic 
core of the target atom is 

(76) 

where ZB is the nuclear charge number of the target atom 
and the "screening" constant CT, can be obtained from the 
numerical approach of Clementi and Raimondi,27 or, from 
the Slater rules.28

,29 Taking the above into account, the over
lapping factor of the present work is taken as 

P'f = 1 + Z;~\ (77) 

except for the H-H collision whenp,/ = 1, because each col
liding atom has only one electron. As shown by a study of 
Fleischmann, Dehmel, and Lee,2 and by a comparison of the 
present results with various experimental cross sections, the 
overlapping factor given in Eq. (77) seems to be a reasonable 
estimate of the contribution of the shell overlapping during 
atom-atom collision at low and medium impact energies. 

VI. MEAN RADII OF THE OUTER SHELLS 

Using the quantum-classical approach of Ref. 21, the 
expression for the radial distribution of outer-shell electrons 
in atoms and atomic ions can be given by 

p(rs)drs = Codor;n exp( - 2::rs) drs, (78) 

where rs is the radial distance from the center of the atom, 

Co = r(2n + 1) , 
r(2n + I,xo) 

do = 2to 1 
ao r(2n + 1) 

(79) 

ZefT 
, to =--, (80) 

n 
rex) is the gamma function, r(a,b) is the incomplete gam
ma function, ao is the Bohr radius, n is the principal quan
tum number of the nl outer shell, 

Xo = (2to/ao)ro, (81) 

and 

ro = Zeffe2/Wo, (82) 

where Wo is the binding energy of the outer-shell electron, 
taken in our calculations as equal to the shell ionization po-
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tential Ui' Using the distribution (78), the mean radius of 
the outer shell with the principal quantum number n is 

r b = (r) = (~) r(2n + 2,xo ) . (83) 
a, s 2{;o r(2n + l,xo) 

VII. IMPULSE APPROXIMATION CROSS SECTIONS 

As stated above, here we use the fact that low-energy 
atom-atom collision is dominated by long- and medium
range interaction so that the potential ( 42) can be reduced to 
the potential U2 (r) given by expression (43). Medium-ener
gy collision is dominated by short-range interaction and the 
potential (42) can be approximated in such a case by the 
potential U4 (r) given by expression (43). High-energy colli
sion is dominated by the attractive Coulomb interaction of 
the nucleus of the incident particle with the field electron. 

Taking the above into account the impulse approxima
tion cross sections Qif for a binary collision of the test parti
cle with the field electron can be calculated from Eq. (25). 
Takingp(O) = sin B /2 (that is, assuming isotropic distribu
tions of the field particles) and integrating over B (from Bmin 

to 1T) and E (or I flEl ), one obtains the following. 
(a) Low-energy collisions (s = 2 repulsive Coulomb 

potential for test-particle-field-electron interaction): 

Q if(E) =!!... (~)Z £:. (1- _1-) (_1 ) 
2 2E V2 E/ Eu 2r2 

X[(rl +r2)2- (rl -r2)2]. (84) 

(b) Medium-energy collisions (s = 4 repUlsive poten
tial for test-particle-field-electron interaction): 

" 1T (1Ta4 )2/3 V ( 1 1 ) ( 8 ) 
Q,ICE) ="6 2E* ;;; C:/8 - ~:8 11r2 

X [(rl + r2 cos Bmin )11/8 - (rl - r2 )11/8]. 
(85) 

(c) High-energy collisions (s = 2 attractive Coulomb 
potential for test-particle-field-electron interaction): 

(86) 

Here 

and r2 = _ 4E (ml Ui )I/2 
m 2 E ' 

§ 
.!I 

" C 

~ 
o 
(!) 
C/l 
C/l 
C/l 
o 
t
o 
c 
.Q -o 
N 

C 
..8 

EO) 
In! 

low-energy range 
[Eq. (102)J 

high-energy range 
[Eq. (104)J 

Impact energy E 

FIG. 2. The low-, medium-, and high-energy parts of the ionization cross 
sections Qic (E) for the collision involving atoms with multielectron outer 
shells. At low energies (E:;<E~i> the cross section is given by Eq. (102); at 
medium energies (E~i :i<E:i<E :;i) the cross section is given by Eq. (103), 
and at high energies (E>E:;,» the cross section is given by Eq. (104). The 
thick solid curve represents the resultant ionization cross section. 

which the cross sections (84) and (85) cross each other 
(energy E ~/ in Fig. 2) and the energy at which the cross 
sections (85) and (86) cross each other (energy E [;t' in Fig. 
2). For practical purposes a crude estimate of the energies 
E ~/ and E [;/ can be obtained from the following relation
ships: 

(90) 

and 

(91) 

VIII. FIRSOV'S CROSS SECTIONS 

The Firsov's cross section for direct atomic ionization 
(87) upon an impact of another atom is 

and for the Coulombic potential cos 0min = 1, while for the 
non-Coulombic potential the lower bound of the angle 0 (for 
the cross section to be a real quantity) is 

cosO· = -- 1--. ( mlE)II2( Ui ) 

mm m
2

U
i 

E 
(88) 

Also, we assumed when integrating over 0, the average value 

V ( <Vl)2)1/2 
-= 1 +--z- . 
V2 V2 

(89) 

The values of energies separating the energy ranges for 
the three cross sections (84), (85), and (86) (see Fig. 2), for 
in teraction of m ultielectron atoms, are given by the energy at 

Q fcir = Qo [( ~ y/lO - 1 r (92) 

where 

(93) 

E is the impact energy, 

2.7X lOzMU 2 

E - ' (eV), 
0- (ZA +ZB)IO/3 

(94) 

M is the atomic weight number of the incident atom, and Ui 

(in eV) is the ionization potential of the target atom excited 
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to the ith electronic level. One should notice that the formula 
(92) is valid only for e--,Eo, with Eo allowed to be different 
from the ionization threshold. 

IX. FLEISCHMANN'S CROSS SECTIONS 

The semiempirical ionization formula proposed by 
Fleischmann, Dehmel, and Lee2 (the formula resulted from 
a study of a large set of measured stripping cross sections for 
atom-atom interactions) is 

Q ~e = (Ry)an (Z2l3 + Z2I3)Q (95) 
Ie U. elf A. B rM' 

I 

where a is a constant, neff is the effective number taken from 
Table I of Ref. 2, 

(96) 

E=EIMR~U7, (97) 

E is the impact energy, M is the atomic weight number of the 
incident atom, RBis a factor representing the size of the 
target atom (in A). To compare the Fleischmann cross sec
tions with ours and with other available ionization cross sec
tions, we used2 a = 1/2 and RB = 1.5 A. One should notice 
that the range of applicability of the formula (95) is not 
defined; the formula does not have energy threshold. 

X. DRAWIN'S CROSS SECTIONS 

The Drawin semiempirical approach was based on 
Thomson's classical formula for the cross section for ioniza
tion of a target atom by an incident electron30,31 

2 (Ry)2 U - 1 
Qr(E) = Nb 41Tao - --2-' 

Ui U 
(98) 

whereu = E lUi' Eis the impact energy, Ui is the ionization 
potential of the target atom excited to the ith energy level, ao 
is the Bohr radius, Ry is the Rydberg energy, and Nb is the 
number of the outer-shell electrons in the target atom. [For
mula (98) was obtained under the assumption that the inci
dent electron interacts with the field electron at rest.] 
Drawin suggested,3,32 as a result of a comparison of effi
ciency of energy transfer in many electron-atom and atom
atom collision systems, a replacement of the parameter u in 
Eq. (98) by 

2me 
u = 1 + OV; - 1), 

ma +me 

where ma is the mass of the incident atom and 

W; = (E- Ui)/Ui· 

(99) 

( 1(0) 

In addition, Drawin introduced an arbitrary fitting factor 
ma/mH' with mH being the mass of hydrogen atom. The 
resulting final formula for atom-atom ionization cross sec
tion has the following form:32 

X Wi - 1 , (101) 
{I +2mel[(ma +me)(Wi -1)]F 

and it was studied in detail by Drawin3,32 and by Fleisch
mann and Dehme!. 33 It was concluded that the formula 
gives acceptable results in the case of ionizing collisions of 
light identical atoms with relatively large energy transfers 
(ionization of target atoms in the ground state). The agree
ment of the theoretical predictions with the experimental 
cross sections was found to be poorer for collisions of heavier 
atoms and the quality of the cross section Q fc was found to 
be mixed. Also, these cross sections seem to be quite inaccur
ate in case of ionization from higher excited levels. 

XI. IONIZATION CROSS SECTIONS 

The atom-atom collision systems considered here are 
divided into two categories: (I ) systems with single-electron 
outer shells (H-H collisions and collisions of alkali atoms), 
and (2) systems with multielectron outer shells. At low and 
medium energies, the cross sections belonging to the first 
category were obtained from cross sections (102) assuming 
the repulsive Coulomb potential Uz . At high energy, the 
attractive Coulomb potential U2 was assumed for the inter
action of the incident nucleus with the field electron (cross 
sections (104) ]. The cross sections belonging to the second 
category were obtained using the repulsive Coulomb poten
tial U2 for low-energy collisions and the s = 4 repulsive po
tential U ... for medium-energy collisions. As before, the at
tractive Coulomb potential U2 was used in evaluation of the 
cross sections for high-energy collisions. Thus, the cross sec
tions of the present work for ionization involving atoms with 
multielectron outer shells have three distinctive ranges of 
impact energies; these ranges are defined in Fig. 2. 

The final ionization cross sections are as follows. 
(a) When ESE~? (low-energy range), 

= ; NbP'f {2[ U
i 
+ (~elma)E]} 2 

X [_1 ___ 1 __ ] 
Ui Ui + (4melma)(E- Ui ) 

(102) 

(b) When Ef.,? SESE i';/ (medium-energy range), 

Qie (E) = NbPtfQ ;feE) 
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X{ 1 1 } 
Uf/8 [Uj + (4melma)(E- Uj)]3/8 

X 1 + a , ( 
m U.)1I2 ( 8 ) 
meE llr2 

X[(rl +r2u)11/8- (rl _r2)1118], (103) 

(c) When E> E ~t) (high-energy range), 

m R 2 
Qjc (E) = NbQ '(J(E) = 41Ta~Z~Nb _a ----L.., 

me EUj 

where 
2 2 

and a
4 

= N e- r a + r b 
a 6 

(104) 

(l05) 

and r2 = -4E _e_, , 
(

m U.)1I2 
maE 

{
G for G<l, 

u = 1 otherwise, 

G= (meE)I/2(1_~)' 
maUj E 

E!I)-(1O-3_10-2) ma U. 
mt ,...." ,J 

me 

and 

E~;/~(10-102) ma Uj' 
me 

(106) 

(107) 

(l08) 

(109) 

(110) 

Here, E is the collision impact energy; e and Ry are the elec
tron charge and the Rydberg energy, respectively; ao is the 
Bohr radius; P If is the overlapping factor given in Eq. (77); 
Uj is the ionization potential of the target atom excited to the 
ith level; ZA is the charge number of the nucleus of the inci
dent atom; Na and Nb are numbers of the equivalent nl out
er-shell electrons in the incident and target atoms, respec
tively; me and ma are mass of the field electron and mass of 
the incident atom, respectively; ra and rb are mean radii of 
the outer shells of the incident atom and the target atom, 
respectively. 

XII. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Comparison of the atom-atom ionization cross sections 
of the present work with other predictions and with existing 
measurements for several atomic systems is shown in Figs. 
3-9. The ionization cross section of the present work for the 
H-H system is compared with other results in Fig. 3. As 
discussed earlier, inclusion of the "inelastic" contribution is 
necessary at high impact energies, and this contribution 
dominates the high-energy collisions. Furthermore, classical 
description of the "elastic" ionizing collisions at high energy 
violates the uncertainty principle, and at lower energies the 
elastic contribution to atom-atom ionization is more impor
tant than the inelastic contribution. (One should notice that 
in the case of H-H collision our general formulation of the 
atom-atom ionizing collision is close to the formulation of 
the elastic ionizing collision in the BDY model.) Both in-
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FIG. 3. The ionization cross sections for collision of two ground-state hy
drogen atoms. The thick solid curve represents the cross section of the pres
ent work, thin dashed curves BDYl and BDY2 represent the "elastic" and 
"inelastic" contributions, respectively, of the classical impulse approxima
tion cross sections calculated by Bates, Dose, and Young (Ref. 6). Thin 
solid curves BG land BG2 represent the elastic and inelastic contributions, 
respectively, of the first Born approximation cross sections of Bates and 
Griffing (Refs. 37 and 34). The triple dot-dashed and dotted curves repre
sent the quantum-mechanical calculations of Shin gal, Bransden, and Flow
er (Ref. 35) and Flannery (Ref. 36), respectively. Dashed, dot-dashed, and 
double-dot-dashed curves represent the results obtained from Drawin's, 
Firsov's, and Fleischmann's formulas, respectively. Experimental results 
are from Ref. 39 (solid circles), Ref. 40 (open triangles), Ref. 41 (solid 
squares) and Ref. 42 (open squares). 
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FIG. 4. The ionization cross sections for collision of two ground-state sodi
um atoms. The solid curve represents the cross section ofthe present work, 
while dashed, dot-dashed, and double-dot-dashed curves represent the re
sults obtained from Drawin's, Firsov's, and Fleischmann's formulas, re
spectively. Experimental results (solid squares) are from Ref. 43. 
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FIG. 5. The ionization cross sections for collision of two ground-statepotas
sium atoms. The solid curve represents the cross section of the present work, 
while dashed, dot-dashed, and double-dot-dashed curves represent the re
sults obtained from Drawin's, Firsov's, and Fleischmann's formulas, re
spectively. Experimental results (solid squares) are from Ref. 43. 
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FIG. 6. The ionization cross sections for collision of two ground-state heli
um atoms. The solid curve represents the cross section of the present work, 
while dashed, dot-dashed, and double-dot-dashed curves represent the re
sults obtained from Drawin's, Firsov's, and Fleischmann's formulas, re
spectively. Experimental results are from Ref. 45 (solid squares), Ref. 44 
(open triangles), Ref. 50 (open diamonds), Ref. 46 (solid circles), Ref. 49 
(open squares), Ref. 47 (open circles), and Ref. 48 (solid triangles). 
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FIG. 7. The ionization cross sections for collision oftwo ground-state neon 
atoms. The solid curve represents the cross section of the present work, 
while dashed, dot-dashed, and double-dot-dashed curves represent the re
sults obtained from Drawin's, Firsov's, and Fleischmann's formulas, re
spectively. Experimental results are from Ref. 51 (solid squares), Ref. 52 
(open triangles), Ref. 53 (solid triangle), and Ref. 54 (solid circles). 
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sults obtained from Drawin's, Firsov's, and Fleischmann's formulas, re
spectively. Experimental results are from Ref. 51 (solid squares), Ref. 52 
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elastic and elastic cross sections of the BOY model are diffi
cult to calculate, especially when one or both colliding atoms 
are excited, and when the atoms are multielectron species. 
This is because the BOY model requires knowledge of the 
electron-atom potentials, and because the case of a multie
lectron projectile would require, in BOY formulation, using 
different values of the impact parameter D for each electron 
of the projectile. This is different than in our approach where 
the interaction potential for the atoms (ground-state or ex
cited) are given in general and easy-to-calculate (analytical) 
form that seems to be acceptable in a wide range of the inter
particle distance. 

Comparison of our ionization cross section for the H-H 
system with the corresponding BOY cross section (see Fig. 
3) shows that for such system: (1) our cross section and the 
BOY cross section are close to each other at impact energies 
less than or near the energy corresponding to the peak of the 
cross section (that is at energies when the elastic contribu
tion dominates the collision); (2) at impact energies much 
greater than the energy of the peak, our results and the BOY 
inelastic results are also close to each other, and they are in 
good agreement with quantal calculations of Bates and 
Griffing34 (BG). It should be noticed (see Fig. 3) that at 
high energies, four theoretical cross sections (BOY elastic, 
BOY inelastic, BG inelastic, and present results) are in good 
agreement with each other, and it seems (extrapolating the 
existing measurements) that they should agree well with 
corresponding measurements at the high energies. One of 
these four cross sections (the elastic BOY cross section) 
results from the BOY model when the inelastic contribution 
is neglected. However, as discussed by Bates, Dose, and 

Young,6 the elastic BOY model is overestimating the real 
cross section at high energies by a factor of2-3. This, and the 
high-energy quantum-mechanical calculations of Shingal, 
Bransden and Flower,35 Flannery36 and Bates and Griff
ing37 (all ignoring the inelastic contribution) indicate that 
the realistic high-energy cross section for ionization in the 
H-H collisions when no excitation or ionization of the pro
jectile occur is about a factor 2-3 below the high-energy re
sults of the BOY elastic model and of our model. However, 
one should emphasize that the good agreement of the high
energy cross section of the present work with existing mea
surements (Fig. 3) is rather accidental; as discussed above, 
the measurements account for both elastic and inelastic ion
izing collisions, while our results do not include the contri
bution of the inelastic collisions. Therefore, out of the four 
high-energy cross sections (BOY elastic, BOY inelastic, BG 
inelastic, and present results) only the BOY inelastic and 
BG inelastic cross sections are formally correct and quanti
tatively reliable at high energies. Hence, these two numerical 
cross sections should be used in studies of high-energy atom
atom ionizing collisions, because they should be in better 
agreement with measurements than the high-energy cross 
sections of the present work. 

It is interesting to note that the high-energy behavior of 
the cross section of the present work for the H-H collision 
system is proportional to 1/ E. This is in agreement with the 
asymptotic behavior of the ionization cross sections predict
ed by other theories. For example, the quantum-mechanical 
(the first Born approximation) calculations of Bates and 
Griffing,37.34 and of Omidvar and Kyle,38 predicted a 1/ E 
falloff at high E (above 100 keY). One may note that the 
semiempirical cross sections of Fleischmann and of Orawin 
agree qualitatively with these results; however, the asympto
tic behavior of Firsov's cross section is proportional to Ells. 

It is difficult to judge the accuracy of the lower-energy 
(elastic) cross sections of the BOY model in the case of 
systems involving heavier, many-electron, projectiles be
cause no such results were presented in the BOY work. 
However, it seems that the BOY model should give reliable 
(or at least acceptable) estimates of such cross sections, if 
the difficulties of the model (the requirement of having reli
able electron-atom potentials, and the complex issue ofmul
tiimpact-parameter description of collision of the many
electron projectile with a target atom) are resolved. 

As can be seen from Figs. 3-5, the agreement of the 
present cross sections for collisions of atoms having one
electron outer shells (H-H, Na-Na, and K-K) with corre
sponding measurements39-43 is reasonable in a broad range 
of impact energy. One should remember, when viewing the 
figures, that the present cross sections are for ionizing colli
sions in which the incident atom does not change its internal 
energy. All the experimental cross sections were measured 
without specifying the final electronic states of the incident 
atom. Therefore, measured cross sections for the collisions 
in which the incident atom does not change its internal ener
gy should differ by a factor of a few from those shown in the 
figures. (Similar remarks can be made about the other cross 
sections discussed below.) 

Comparison of the present cross sections for several sys-
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tems involving atoms having multielectron outer shells with 
the available measured cross sections [for He-He,44-50 Ne
Ne,51-54 A_A,44,53-56 and Kr-Kr (Refs. 51, 52, and 57)] is 
given in Figs. 6-9. 

We also applied our formulas to estimate the cross sec
tions for direct ionization in collisions of diatomic mole
cules. Two collision systems (N2-N2 and O2-02), for 
which experimental cross sections are available in literature, 
were considered.58,59 Making these estimates, we assumed 
that the outer-shell radii of the diatomic molecules were 
equal to twice the radii of the outer shells in the atoms form
ing the molecules. The s = 2 (repulsive), s = 4 (repulsive), 
and s = 2 (attractive) interaction potentials U. were as
sumed in these molecular systems at low, medium, and high 
impact energies, respectively. The obtained cross sections 
for the N2-N2 and O2-02 systems with molecules in the 
ground electronic states are shown in Figs. 10 and 11, respec
tively. 

The analytical formulas of the present work were also 
used to estimate cross sections for direct ionization of atoms 
by their ions (see Figs. 12 and 13). The repulsive s = 4 (at 
low and medium energies) and attractive s = 2 (at high en
ergy) potentials Us were used in the calculations. The choice 
of the s = 4 potential instead of the s = 2 repulsive Coulomb 
potential at low energy is rather arbitrary in this case, but it 
gives better agreement with the existing experimental 
data.52.6()..63 

In conclusion, one can say that the overall accuracy of 
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FIG. 10. The ionization cross sections for collision of two ground-state ni
trogen molecules. The solid curve represents the cross section of the present 
work, while dashed and dot-dashed curves represent the results obtained 
from Drawin's and Firsov's formulas, respectively. Experimental results 
(solid squares) are from Ref. 58. 
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FIG. 13. The cross sections for ionization of the ground-state argon atom 
upon impact of a ground-state argon ion. The solid curve represents the 
cross section of the present work, while dot-dashed and double-dot-dashed 
curves represent the results obtained from Firsov's and Fleischmann's for
mulas, respectively. Experimental results are from Ref. 60 (solid squares), 
Refs. 61 and 62 (open squares), and Ref. 63 (open triangles). 

In conclusion, one can say that the overall accuracy of 
the present cross sections for atom-atom ionization at low 
and medium impact energies is acceptable, when compared 
to the corresponding measured values, in many collision sys
tems in a broad range of impact energy. The absolute accura
cy of the cross sections differs from system to system but it is 
in close agreement with the existing quantum-mechanical 
calculations for the H-H system. One should also add that in 
general the cross sections of the present work are in much 
better overall agreement with experimental data than the 
other analytical cross sections available in literature of the 
subject. 
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